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Motion Sensor (Zigbee)

from 30,76 EUR
Item no.: 358024

shipping weight: 0.50 kg
Manufacturer: Aeotec

Product Description
Always know when motion is detected in your home: The Aeotec Motion Sensor fits seamlessly into your home thanks to its compact size. Via the SmartThings app, you will receive
a push notification as soon as motion is detected in your home. You can also automate networked devices when motion is detected.
Automate the lighting when entering and leaving your home: Use the Aeotec Motion Sensor for a comfortable homecoming and let compatible smart lights light up through motion
detection when you enter your hallway, for example. Energy can also be saved by setting a corresponding rule in the SmartThings app, so that the compatible lights are
automatically switched off again if no movement is detected for a certain time.
Feel-good atmosphere in your home: From now on, you will always know when the temperature in your home changes - your smart devices will take care of the rest. With the
SmartThings app, you can see the temperature in real time and, with the help of your air conditioning, heating and other smart devices, you can once again create a cosy
atmosphere in your home.
Simply smart: Unlock the full potential of your Aeotec Motion Sensor and make it part of your smart home security solution. Integrate compatible smart alarm sirens or optical signal
transmitters (actuators) and easily create a corresponding rule in the SmartThings app. By specifying that an acoustic and optical alarm is triggered in the event of unexpected
movement registration, you can prevent a potential burglary attempt and thus ensure optimum security in your home.
Important: To be able to use all functions, you also need an Aeotec Smart Home Hub or other Zigbee Hub.

● Monitor movement and temperature
● Adjustment of the angle of the sensor via the flexible magnetic holder
● 120° detection angle
● Aeotec Smart Home Hub or other Zigbee Hub additionally required
● Power supply: CR2 battery
● Zigbee 3.0
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